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Model Volt max Power
W

Depress. max
mm H2O

Filter Sufaces
cm² max m3/h

Noise level
dB/(A) Tank capacity

KY77 Bistadio 1-phase 3800 2500 30000 640 74 Long Pack

KY77 Tristadio 1-phase 4200 2600 30000 690 74 Long Pack

Model Volt max Power
W

Depress. max
mm H2O

Filter Sufaces
cm² max m3/h

Noise level
dB/(A) Tank capacity

KY76 Bistadio 1-phase 2600 2500 20000 430 74 Long Pack

KY76 Tristadio 1-phase 3200 2500 20000 520 74 Long Pack

Model Volt max Power
W

Depress. max  
mmH2O

Filter Surfaces
cm2 max m3/h

Noise level
dB/(A) Tank capacity

KY75 Bistadio 1-phase 1400 2500 14000 215 74 Long Pack

KY75 Tristadio 1-phase 1600 2500 14000 290 74 Long Pack

Supervak KY77
Dust Extractors 

SUPERVAK KY77 is the ideal vacuum cleaner to connect to polishers of medium size. It is Ideal for 

all works in which you have to vacuum also fine dust in any environment without having to perform 

the “not pleasant operation of disassembling and cleaning the filters manually, as in conventional 

vacuum cleaners. 

Main features:
 SC “(Self Cleaning Filter”)

 Longo-Pac system 

 Three powerful independent and detachable motors which can be used as small powerful vacuum 

 cleaners and one as “a little air compressor blower” (optional)

 Secondary filter to protect the engine in case of accidental passage of dust through the main filters

 Available with cartridge filters (standard) or fabric filter

 Hepa filter available on request (optional)

 Anti tipping structure. Easy to carry

Supervak KY76
Dust Extractors 

SUPERVAK KY76 is the ideal vacuum cleaner to connect to polishers of small and medium size. It is Ideal 

for all works in which you have to vacuum also fine dust in any environment without having to perform the 

“not pleasant operation of disassembling and cleaning the filters manually”, as in conventional vacuum 

cleaners. Excellent to aspire wood dust during the sanding operation with TIMBA.

Main features:
 SC system (“Self Cleaning Filter”)

 Longo-Pac system

 Two powerful independent and detachable motors which can be used as small powerful vacuum 

 cleaners and one as “a little air compressor blower” (optional)

 Secondary filter to protect the engine in case of accidental passage of dust  through the main filters 

 Available with cartridge filters (standard) or fabric filter

 Hepa filter available on request (optional)

 Anti tipping structure. Easy to carry

Supervak KY75
Dust Extractors 

SUPERVAK KY75 is the smallest of the SUPERVAK BAG LINE series. It is the ideal vacuum cleaner if 

connected to small polishers. It is Ideal for all works in which you have to vacuum also fine dust in any 

environment without having to perform the “not pleasant operation of disassembling and cleaning the 

filters manually”, as in conventional vacuum cleaners. Excellent to aspire wood dust during the sanding 

operation with TIMBA.

Main features:
 SC system (“Self Cleaning Filter”)

 Powerful and removable “blower” engine usable as a tiny powerful vacuum cleaner or even

 as a “small air compressor blower”

 Longo-Pac system

 Secondary filter to protect the engine in case of accidental passage of dust  through the main filters

 Available with cartridge filters (standard) or fabric filter

 Hepa filter available on request (optional)

 Anti tipping structure. Easy to carry
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Model Volt max Power
W

Depress. max 
mmH2O

Filter Sufaces
cm² max m3/h

Noise level
dB/(A)

Tank capacity
lt

KY 423 1-phase 2400 2100 10000 215 74 50 lt

KY 623 1-phase 2600 2400 10000 430 74 65 lt

Model Volt max Power
W

Depress. max
mmH2O Filter Sufaces max m3/h

Noise level
dB/(A)

Tank capacity
Lt

KY 40 Bistadio 1-phase 2600 2500 10000 430 74 62

KY 40 Tristadio 1-phase 3200 2500 10000 520 74 62

Model Volt max Power
W

Depress. max
mmH2O

Filter
System max m3/h

Noise level
dB/(A)

Tank capacity
Lt

SMART 230/50 1400 2500 HEPA 215 74 26

SMART US 110/60 1400 2500 HEPA 215 74 26
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Supervak KY423/623
Dust Extractors 

SUPERVAK KY423/623 The SUPERVAK KY 423 and 623 dust collectors are equipped with 

SC system “Self Cleaning Filter”. They are ideal for those who look for a robust but compact 

vacuum cleaner with self-cleaning filter and therefore want to avoid the “not pleasant operation of 

disassembling and cleaning the filters manually” as happens in  normal vacuum cleaners. Applicable 

to Sanders, grinders, core drilling, routing machines etc.

Main features:
 Two SC filters “Self Cleaning Filter”

 Two powerful independent motors

Supervak KY40
Dust Extractors 

SUPERVAK KY40M equipped with two powerful single-phase motors and SC system “Self Cleaning 

Filter”, it is a powerful and robust vacuum cleaner for all applications. You can use it either for cleaning large 

areas or connecting it to sanding machines of small or medium-size. Excellent for cleaning the Interior of 

cars, buses and trucks as it is a very powerful blower able to flush out the dirt from the interstices. Thanks 

to SC filter cleaning system you don’t have to disassemble the filters to clean them as in conventional 

vacuum cleaners. 

Main features:
 SC system “Self Cleaning Filter”

 Two powerful independent and detachable motors which can be used as small powerful vacuum

 cleaners and one as “a little air compressor blower” (optional)

 Secondary filter to protect the engine in case of accidental passage of dust  through the main filters 

 Available with cartridge filters (standard) or fabric filter

 Hepa filter available on request (optional)

 Anti tipping structure. Easy to carry

Supervak KY SMART
Dust Extractors 

SUPERVAK KYSMART Innovative and revolutionary vacuum cleaner designed to vacuum large 
amounts of fine dust and also to be transported easily by those who must make small works of: 
punching, drilling, grinding, etc.

 Powerful but easy to carry, even on the stairs because you can easily disassemble it in two parts

 Thanks to SC system “Self Cleaning Filter” you can vacuum large amounts of dust to fill the tank

 without having to constantly clean the filters manually as in conventional vacuum filters

 It can also be used as a tiny vacuum cleaner or as “blower compressor”

 Secondary filter for motor protection in case of accidental passage of dust through the primary filter

 Hepa filter available on request
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